MOODZZ PRESENTS

Have you accepted the challenge?

DISCOVER
YOUR LOVER
An erotic game for two.

Many have gone before you.
Since many years the board game
‘Discover Your Lover Classic Edition’ has
been a success in the US and UK and
many other countries. Available in all
major languages this game is sold in
over 30 countries all over the world. In
case you haven’t played it yet...... accept
the challenge and give your sexual
relation a playful boost.
Discover Your Lover takes you on
a sexual journey with your partner,
where enjoyment is essential. Using 480
questions and tasks, you and your partner
will discover what the both of you really
like. The game starts with affectionate,
romantic tasks. The next level the game
takes you to is the intimate level, things

CLASSIC EDITION

start to warm up now. Then towards
the end of the game it’s time for the
passionate challenges, with sparkling
action where nothing is a must but
anything is possible. In a playful way
barriers are broken and you will feel closer
then ever before. Discover Your Lover
is disarming, exciting, direct and daring,
hilarious at times but never disrespectful.
In this game everything can be played or
adapted to your own liking.

For consumer information please visit
www.teaseandplease.eu
For trade (stores, wholesalers and
distributors) and for the press (download
of products images etc.) please visit
www.moodzz.nl
Age indication: 18+

Before you start to actually play the game,
each player expresses one of their wishes
or lustful desires. This can be a long time
cherished erotic fantasy or a simple but
delightful breakfast in bed. The winner of
the game gets their wish/desire fulfilled
by their partner. In a true sense the game
therefore has no real loser.
In short: this game is an absolute
MUST HAVE for all those that want to keep
their sex life playful, intimate, fun and
challenging.

Travel Edition Expansion Set Kinky Edition
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